
Geometry

¡}
10

8m

Answers

1. 158 sq. ft.

5. 95 sq. m.

9. 23 sq. cm.

1 1. Find the area of the
shaded region.

7',

15"

3. 303 sq. in.

1. 252 sq. cm.

11. 148.5 sq. in

12. Find the area of the
shaded region.

T4'

t2' 7'
8

4. 42 sq.yd.

8. 310 sq. ft.

12. 112 sq. ft.

l,2m

l8m
12u

2. 225 sq.m.

6. 172.5 sq.m.

10. 264 sq.m.

PRISMS - VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA

þ

SURFACE AREA OF A PRISM

The surface aÍea of a prism is the sum of the areas of all of the faces, including the bases.
Surface area is expressed in square units.

For additional information, see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons 9.2.1 and,9.2.2 of the Core
Connections, Course I text and Lesson 9.2.4 of rhe Core Connections, Course 2 text.

Example

Find the surface area of the triangular prism at right
l0 cm

Step 1: Area of the 2 bases: Zl+ rc cm)(8 cm)] = 48 cm2

7cm
Step 2: Area of the 3 lateral faces

Area of face 1: (6 cm)(7 cm) - 42 cm2
Area of face 2: (8 cmXT cm) = 56 cm2
Area of face 3: (10 cm)(7 cm) - JO cm2

Step 3: Surface Area of Prism = sum of bases and lateral faces

SA = 48 cm2 + 42 cm2 + 56 cm2 + 7O cm2 = 276 cm2

Parent Guide with Extra Practice
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1

Problems

Find the surface area of each Prism

2.

5mm

9mm 8mm

10 cm

8cm
6cm

Answers

1. 3I4 mmz

4. 192 crr?

4cm 4cm

5. The pentagon is
equilateral.

192 cmz

344 fÛ

l2'

5'

2 ctn
10 cm

l0 cm

3. 2r0 fc

6. 408 cm2

-l

10 cm

64.

2

5

6 ctn 6cm
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Geometry

VOLUME OF A PRISM

Example L

Find the volume of the square prism below'

8
8

5

The base is a square with area (B)

8'8 = 64units2.

Volume = B(h)

= 64(5)

= 320 units3

Example 3

Find the volume of the trapezoidal prism

below.
7

Example 2

Find the volume of the triangular prism

below.
5

7

9

8

The base is a right triangle with area

lfs>fl> = t7.5units2.

Volume = B(h)

= 17.5(9)

= I57 .5 units3

Example 4

Find the height of the prism with a volume

of 132.5 cm3 and base area of 25 cm2 '

Volume = B(h)
132.5 =25(h)

132.5
n=25
h =5.3cm

The base is a trapezoid with
arca |(7 + 15)' 8 = 88 units2

Volume

= B(h)
= 88(10)

= 880 units3

Volume is a three-dimensional concept. It measures the amount of interior spaco of a three-

dimensional figure based on a cubic unit, that is, the number of 1 by I by 1 cubes that will fit
inside a figure.

The volume of a prism is the area of either base (B) multiplied by the height (h) of the prism.

V - (Area of base) ' (height) or V = Bh

For additional information, see the Math Notes boxes in Lesson 9.2.1 of the Core Connections,

Course I text and Lesson 9.2.4 of the Core Connections, Course 2 text.

Parent Guide with Extl'a Practice
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Problems

Calculate the volume of each prism. The base of each figure is shaded.

1. Rectangular Prism 2. Right Triangular Prism 3. Rectangular Prism

5 in. 6 in.4ft 6cm 8cm

3ft
lfr 7cm

4. Right Triangular Prism 5. Trapezoidal Prism 6

(l

8.5 in.

Triangular Prism with

B=15T"'
1.2cm

6',

4.5 cm

4cm 8'

7. Find the volume of a prism with base arca32cm2 and height 1.5 cm.

8. Find the height of a prism with base arca32 cm2 and volume 176 cm3.

9. Find the base area of a prism with volume 47 .0I cm3 and height 3.2 cm.

1 . 12 fú 2. 168 cm3 3. 240 in.3 4. 64.8 cm3 5. 324 fr3

w! crñ 7. 48 cm3 8. 5.5 cm 9. I4.7 crú

cmI
4

8

Answers

6
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Geometry

CALCULATING COMPLEX AREAS USING SUBPROBLEMS

Students can use their knowledge of areas of polygons to find the areas of more complicated
figures. The use of subproblems (that is, solving smaller problems in order to solve alarger
problem) is one way to find the areas of complicated figures.

Example 1 9

Find the area of the figure at right.
8"

4u

ll "

Method #1 Method #2 Method #3

9" I

8"
8 8

4u 4 4
þ

3

._ llt+

Subproblems:

l. Find the area of rectangle A:

8'9=T2squareinches

2. Find the area of rectangle B:

4' (ll - 9) = 4.2=8
square inches

3. Add the area of rectangle A
to the area of rectangle B:

72+8=S0squareinches

1l "

Subproblems:

1. Find the area of rectangle A

9'(8-4)=9'4=36
square inches

2. Find the area of rectangle B:

II' 4 = 44 square inches

3. Add the area of rectangle A
to the area of rectangle B:

36 + 44 = 80 square inches

11 "

Subproblems:

1. Make alarge rectangle by
enclosing the upper right
corner.

2. Find the area of the new,
larger rectangle:

8'11=SSsquareinches

3. Find the area of the shaded
rectangle:

(8-4).(11-e)
=4'2=8squareinches

4. Subtlact the shaded
rectangle from the larger
rectangle:

88-8=S0squareinches
141
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Example 2

Find the area of the figure at right.

10 cm

Fs "--1

Problems

Find the areas of the figures below.

10' 6',

20'

3 yds

10 yds

Subproblems: F-s "*--1

1. Make a rectangle out of the figure by enclosing the top'

2. Find the area of the entire rectangle: 8 ' 10 = 80 square cm

3. Find the area of the shaded triangle. Use the formula ¿ = løh '

b=8 and h=L0-6=4, ro À= lO'+¡=t=16 squarecm

4. Subtract the area of the triangle from the area of the rectangle:

80 - 16 = 64 square cm.

10 cm 10 cm

31

.l
a

2

18m

m-,
n

a

lgu

11m

16m
17u

6
8m'

5m

l-t+tn ----l Fts m -{
9

10 cm

6cm
2cm 4cm

9u

4.

o
I

5

o

87

2 15m
10m

?

6cm

6cm

7',

8m

l42o¡t¡'

24 cm

12 cm 20,

22' 

-1

8'
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separating a triangle from one end of the

wn in the three figures below' For additional

.3.3 of the Core Connections, Course I text'

To find the area of a parallelogram, multþly the base times the height as you did with the

base.Ê
èô
d)

-É

base

base

base

base

rectangle: A=bh.

base

rectangle
Step 3

move triangle
Step 2

parallelogram
Step 1

Geometry

AREA OF A PARALLBLOGRAM

Example

9cm

Problems

Find the area of each parallelogram below'

1. 2.

l-- s feet 

-l4 5

13 cm

J- 11.3 cm--l
Parent Guide with Extra Practice

base = 9 cm

height = 6 cm

A=9'6=54squaÍecm

3

F-10 cm--l

6

1r2in.-1

llm

87

6cm

6 feet 8cm 4m

cm 7.5 in. 1.2ft

9.8 cm 8.4 cm

15.7 cm

15 fr

137



The area of a triangle is equal to one-half the area of a parallelogram. This fact can easily be

shown by cutting a parallelogram in half along a diagonal (see below). For additional
information, see Math Notes box in Lesson 5.3.4 of the Core Connections, Course I text.

-- baSe----
parallelogram

<_-

Step I

-- baSe-+
draw a diagonal

<- þ¿gg--+

match triangles by cutting apart
or by folding

Step 3
Step 2

As you match the triangles by either cutting the parallelogram apart or by folding along the

diagonal, the result is two congruent (same size and shape) triangles. Thus, the aiea of a triangle
has half the area of the parallelogram that can be created from two copies of the triangle.

To find the area of a triangle, follow the steps below.

1. Identify the base.

2. Identify the height.

3. Multiply the base times the height.

4. Divide the product of the base times the height by 2: A= ! or tøn

AREA OF A TRIANGLE

Answers

1. 48 sq. feet

5. 90 sq. in.

Example 1

base = 16 cm

height = 8 cm

t=ßf =ry:64cm2

2. 80 sq. cm

6. 168 sq. ft

3. 44sq.m 4

7. II0.l4 sq. cm 8

Example 2

base=7cm 4

height = 4 cm

t=Lf=T=l4cm2

39 sq. cm

131.88 sq. cm

Jcm

8cm

138

16 cm
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12 f¡.

Problems

1.

4

1

Answers

1. 24 sq. cm

5. 17.5 sq. ft

32

Geometry

13 cm
6cm

8cm

17 in.

l-21 cm

8

2. 84 sq. ft

6. 3.75 sq. m

14 ft

7ft

l--7ft

6cm

1.5 m

m

2.5 ft

4. 68 sq. in.

8. 8.75 sq. ft

5 6

ft

9

3. 39 sq. cm

7. 94.5 sq. cm

AREA OF A TRAPEZOID

A trapezoid is another shape that can be transformed into a parallelogram. Change atrapezoid
into a parallelogram by following the three steps below.

Trapezoid duplicate the trapezoid and rotate put the two trapezoids together to
form a parallelogram

Step 3Step I Step 2

To find the area of a trapezoid, multiply the base of the large parallelogram in Step 3 (base and
top) times the height and then take half of the total area. Remember to add the lengths of the
base and the top of the trapezoid before multiplying by the height. Note that some texts call the
top length the upper base and the base the lower base.

A=+@+t)h or ¿,=b!^'.h
2

For additional information, see the Math Notes box in Lesson 6.1.1 of the Core Connections,
Course 1 text.

Parent Guide with Extra Practice 139
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4in

Example

12 n.

Problems

Find the areas of the trapezoids below

I
3cm

5cm

top - 8 in.

base = 12 in.

height = 4 in.

¿,= Y. 4 = +. 4 = lo. 4 = 4oin?

32
ln

4

15 cm

15 in.

l--to in. 

-l

6.

5in
8m

3cm

14 sq. feet

feet

8 m ---l
8.4 cm

6.5 cm

104 sq. cm

22.35 sq. cm

5 I
7

87

4

l-- lo.5 cm

Answers

1. 4 sq. cm 2. 100 sq. in

5. 42.5 sq.in. 6. 76 sq. m

4

8

3

7

lcm
8 in. 4 feet

140

35 sq. cm
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Answers

1.

6.

11.

16.

11

T3,_T3

1,--J

-3

2.

7.

12.

r7.

aJ.

8.

13.

18.

12

9

7

4,- 4
no solution

J

4. 16,-16

9. 13,-r3
14. 9

t9

24,-24

-7
a
-1

5.

10.

15.

20.

v
3

v

-3
3x -3

3
3

3x _J 3J( -3 3x
-3 3x -3

-3 -J -3

l

RDER OF OPER,ATIONSo

When students are first given expressions like 3 + 4'z,some students think the answer is 14 and

some think the answer is tf . This is why mathematicians decided on a method to simplify an

expression that uses more than one operation so that everyone can agfee on the answer'.

There is a set of rules to follow that provides a consistent way for everyone to evaluate

expressions. These rules, called the Order of Operations, must be followed in order to arrive

at a correct answer. As indicated by the name, these rules state the order in which the

mathematical operations are to be completed'

For additional information, see the Math Notes boxes in Lesson 6.2.I of the Core Connections,

Course I text,Lesson 3 .I .2 of the Core Connections , Course 2 text, or Lesson 2.I .4 of the Core

Connections, Course3 text. For additional examples and practice, see the Core Connections,

Course2 Checkpoint 5 materials or the Core Connections, Course 3 Checkpoint 2 materials'

The first step is to organize the numerical expression into parts called terms, which are single

numbers or productsãf numbers. A numericãl expression is made up of a sum or difference of

terms.

Examples of numerical terms are: 4, 3(6), 6(9 - 4), 2' 32, 3(5 + 23)' and' þ{'

For the problem above, 3 + 4. 2,the terms are circled at right. +

Each term is simplified separately, giving 3 + 8. Then the terms are added: 3 + 8 = 11

Thus,3+4'2=lI.

40 Core Connections, Courses l-3



Example 1

To evaluate an expression:

. Circle each term in the expression

. Simplify each term until it is one number by:

Simplifying the expressions within the parentheses

Evaluating each exponential part (e.g., 32 ).

Multiplying and dividing from left to right.

. Finally, combine terms by adding or subtracting
from left to right.

Example 2

a. Circle the terms.

b. Simplify inside the parentheses.

' c- Simplify the exponents.

d. Multiply and divide from left to right.

Finally, add and subtract from left to right.

Example 3

a. Circle the terms a.

b. Multiply and divide left to right, including
exponents.

Add or subtract from left to right.

2.32+3(6-3)+10

+

5-2+54-25

32

20+ ! 42+t2+4

b. 20+4-16+3

tl

+

+

+

+

Number

+@

@-e)
27 +10

37

5-8+22+6(s++)-s2

a.

b.

c.

d.

Ø

+

(6-3

2-9

(s++

5+7
3
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4. 6(7+3)+8+2

1
20 tn 1.1

6+4- t 'L- L

10. 25-52+9-32

16. 14+2+6'8 +2-(9-Ð2

Answers

1. 19

6. 30

11. 54

16. -5

42
Core Connections, Courses I-3

Problems

Circle the terms, then simplify each expression'

1. 5.3+4 2. 10+5+3

13. 4z+9(2)+6+(6-I)2 t4. #.i 15. 3(7-Ð2+8+4-6'5

2(e - 4)'7

5. 62

10. 0

15. 47

J

65. 15+3+7(8+1)-6 3*s 32 -204-s)

8 f + 62 -r8*9 9. 23+8-16+8'2

11. 5(17 -7) + 4 '3 - 8 12. (5 -z¡z + (9 + I)2

t7. !+18-9+3-(3+4)2

18. 26'2+4-(6+4)2+3(5-2¡z rs' (*Ð'+32-(s z)'

2.5
7. 9

3. 70

8 T2

5

19. -10

4

9

64

39

44 14.12. 109 73

11. -25 18. -6



Expressions, Equations, and Functions

3. 110 dots oooo
aaoa
aaaa
aaao

Figue 4

142 dots
aaaaa
ooaaa
oaaaa
ooaao
oaoaaaaaaoaa
Figure 4

Ð
Answers

1. 50 dots

o
a

4. 22 dots .

oaoa
oaaa
aooo
aaaa
oaoo

6
aooaa
ao
O.
OO
aooaa

a

2. 31 dots

5. 40 dots

aaa

Figure 5

Figure 5

a
o
o
a

a
o
a
a

O

o
oaa

Figure 4

a
o

a
a
a
a

Figure 4

Ð

ò

Example 1

2(47)=2(40+l)

= (2. 40) + (2.1)

= 80 + 14:94

Example 2
3(x + 4) = (3 .x) + (3. 4)

= 3x+12

Example 3

4(x + 3y + I) = (4 . x) + (4 . 3y) + 4(1)

=4xtl2y+4

The Distributive Property shows how to express sums and products in two waysa(b+c)=ab+ ac. This can also be written (b+c)a=ab+ac.

To simplify: Multiply each term on the inside of the parentheses by the term on the outside.
Combine terms if possible.

For additional information, see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons 2.3.4 and7.3.2 of the Coreconnections, course I text,Lesson 4.3.3 of the Core Connections, course 2 text,or Lesson 3.2.5of the Core Connections, Course 3 text. For additional examples and practice, see the Core
Connections, Course 1 Checkpoint gA materials.

Distributed form
a(b)+ a(c)

Simplified form
ab+ sc

Factored form
a(b + c)

Parent Guide with Extra Practice 49



Problems

SimplifyeachexpressionbelowbyapplyingtheDistributiveProperty

1. 6(9 +4)

5. 3(27) =3(20 +7)

9. 3(x+ 6)

13. (8 + x)4

17. -3(y-s)

21. -@- 4)

25. -x(5x - 7)

4(9+ 8)

6(46) = 6(40+ 6)

5(x + 7)

(2+ x)5

-s(b - 4)

-(-x - 3)

-x(2x - 6)

3.7(8+6) 4. 5(7 + 4)
2.

6.

10.

14.

18.

22.

26.

7. 8(43) 8. 6(78)

11.8(x-4) 12.6(x-10)

15. -7(x+t) 16. -4(Y + 3)

ß. -(x+6) 20.:(x+7)

23. x(x+3) 24. 4x(x+2)

Answers

1.

3.

7.

11.

15.

19.

23.

35+20=55

420+48=468

6x- 60

-4y -12
-x -7
4xz +8x

(6'9)+(6'4) =54+24=78
56 + 42=98

320+24=344

8x -32
-7 x-7
-x-6
x2 +3x

(4'g)+(4'8) =36+32=68
60 + 21 = 81 6. 24O +36=276

3x+I8 10. 5x+35

4x+32 14.5x+10

-3y +15 18. -5b +20

-)c+4 22. x*3

-5x2 +7 x 26. -2xz +6x

2.

5.

9.

13.

t7.

21.

25.

4

8.

12.

16.

20.

24.

50
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Expressions, Equations, and Functions

When the Distributive Property is used to reverse, it is called factoring. Factoring changes a
sum of terms (no parentheses) to a product (with parentheses.)

ab+ ac = a(b+ c)

To factor: Write the common factor of all the terms outside of the parentheses. Place the
remaining factors of each of the original terms inside of the parentheses.

For additional examples and practice, see the Core Connections, Course 1 Checkpoint 8A
materials.

Example 4

4x+8 = 4.x+ 4.2

= 4(x+2)

Example 5

6x2'-9x=3x.2x-3x.3
=3x(2x-3)

Example 6

6x +l2y + 3 = 3. 2x + 3. 4y + 3.7

= 3(2x+ 4y+l)

x2+xy

25y-10

l5y+35

Problems

Factor eaeh expression below by using the Distributive Property in reverse.

1.6x+12 2.5y-10 3.8x+202 4.

5. 8m+24 6. l6y+40 7. 8m-2 8.

9. 2x2 -l}x 10. 2lx2 -63 11. 2lx2 -63x 12.

13. 4x+4y+42 14. 6x+l2y+6 15. I4x2 -49x+28 16. x2 -x+xy

Answers

1. 6(x+2) 2. 5(y-2) 3. 4(2x+52) 4. x(x+y)

6. 8(2y+ 5) 7 . 4(2m-t) 8. s(5y-2)

10. 2l(x2 -3) 11. 2Ix(x-3) 12. 5(3y+7)

14. 6(x+2y+l) 15. 7(2x2 -7x+4) 16. x(x-I+y)

5. 8(m+3)

9. 2x(x - 5)

13. 4(x+y+z)

Parent Guide with Extra Practice 5l



ARIABLE BXPRESSIONSv

A variable is a symbol used to represent one or more numbers. It is common to use letters of the

alphabet for variables. The value of a variable used several times in one expression must be the

same. For additional practice and more examples, see the Core Connections' Course 2

Checkpoint 6 materials'

Example L

If the unknown distance of Cecil's hop is represented by the variable h,write an expression for:

a. ThreeequalhoPs + h+h+h or3h

b. FiveequalhoPs + h+h+h+h+h ot5h

c. Two equal hops and walking 3 feet à h+h+3 or 2h+3

Example 2

If the unknown cost of a banana is b, and the unknown cost of an apple is a, write an expfesslon

for the cost of:

a. Threebananas andtwo apples - b+b+b+a+a or 3b+2a

b. One bananaand3 apples + b+a+a+a or b+3a

c. one banana,one apple, a$2item,anda$3 item + b+a+2+3 ot b+a+5

52
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Expressions, Equations, and Functions

Problems

If the unknown distance of Cecil's jump is represented by J, write an expression for:

1. Threejumps 2. Sixjumps

3. Four jumps and walking 5 feet 4. Walking 3 feet, two jumps, walking 2feet

If the unknown distance of Cecil's jump is represented by J, and the unknown distance of Cecil's
hop is represented by H,write an expression for:

5. Two jumps and two hops 6. one jump, three hops, and two jumps

7 . Onej,rmp, three hops and walkingT feet 8. Walking 6 feet, three hops, and two jumps

If the unknown cost of a taco is Z, and the unknown cost of a carton of milk is M, write an
expression for the cost of:

9. Three tacos and two milks 10. One taco and four milks

11. One taco, one milk and two tacos, one milk 12. Two tacos, one milk, and a $2 item

Answers

l. J+J+J=3J 2. J+J+J+J+J+J:6J

3. J+J+J+J+5=4J+5 4.3+J+J+2=2J+5

J+J+H+H=2J+2H 6. J+H+H+H+JtJ=3J+3H

J+H+H+H+7=J+3H+1 8. 6+H +H +H +J *J =3H +2J +6

3T +2M 10. T+4M

11. T+M+27+M=37+2M 12. 2T+M+2

Ð

5

7

9

Ð
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SUBSTITUTION AND EVALUATION OF EXPRESSIONS

alent symbol (a number, a variable' or an

operty is replacing a variable name with a

is a letter used to represent one or more

ers are the values of the variable' A
arithmetic operations performed on it'

Ingeneral, if a=b,then a may replace b and b mayteplace a'

After numerical substitutions have been made' following the order of operations and doing the

arithmetic will correctly evaluate the expression'

For additional information, see the Math Notes

Course 1 the Core

Connecti or additio

Course I lials or th

Examples

Evaluate each variable expression for x = 3 '

a. 5x + 5(3) + 15

c. 18 Ò 19+6
xJ

e.3x-5 = 3(3)-5+ 9-5 + 4

b. -r+10 + (3)+10 + 13

+ +1

f 5x+3x= 5(3)+3(3) + 15+9 + 24

x
J

d

Problems

Evaluate each of the variable expressions below for x

ótJ"t of Operations as you simplify each expression'
= -4 and ! = 3. Be sure to follow the

1. x+4

5. x2 -5
9. x+3+2Y

2. x-t
6. -xz +5

10. y2 +3x-2

3. x+y+3

7. x2 +4x-3

11. x2 +y2 +32

4. y-3+x

8. -3x2 +2x

12. 2' + yz -2x2

Evaluate the expressions below using the values of the variables in each problem' These

problems ask you to evaluate each expression twice, once with each of the values'

13. 3x2-2x+5 for ¡=-3 and x=4

15. -3x2 +7 fot x---3 and x=2

t4. 2xz -3x+6 for x=-2 and ¡=5

16. -2x2 +5 for x=4 and x=5

56
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Evaluate the variable expressions for x = 4 and y - 3.

17. x(x+3x) 18. 2(x+2x)

20. z (t2 + r(+)) 21. zy (* + x2 - zy)

Expressions, Equations, and Functions

22. (:x+ y)(z*+ay)

ls. 2(x+y)*+(#)

Answers
1.0
6. -11

11. 34

16. -27; 45

2t. -16

2. -5
7. -3

t2. -19
t7. 36

22. -50

3.2
8. -56

13.38;45

18. -18

4. -4
9.5

14.20;4r

t9. 20

5.11

10. -5
15. -20;-5
20. 36

ALGTIBRA TILES AND PERTNIETER

)c 1

Algebraic expressions can be represented by the perimeters
of algebra tiles (rectangles and squares) and combinations
of algebra tiles. The dimensions of each tile are shown
along its sides and the tile is named by its area as shown on
the tile itself in the figures at right. When using the tiles,
perimeter is the distance around the exterior of a figure.
For additional information, see the Math Notes box in
Lesson 6.2.4 of the Core Connections, Course 1 text.

L,':

)c x

1

T 1

Example 1

)c

)c

)c

P= 6x+4units

Problems

Example 2

1111)cJCIx
1

I
)c )c

1 I I x II
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P= 6x+8units
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NIEASURES OF CBNTRAL TENDENCY

--E

C

tr\

The mean is calculated by finding the sum of the data set and dividing it by the number of
elements in the set.

Example I Example 2

C

a

Find the mean of this set of data: 34,3I , 37 ,

44, 38, 34, 42, 34, 43, and 41.

34 + 3l+ 37 + 44 + 38 + 34 + 42 + 34

+43+ 4l= 378

#=3t.e

Find the mean of this set of data: 92,82;80,
92,78,75,95,and77.

92+82+ 80 + 92+78+75 +95
+77 +77 =748

T = ït't

The mean of this set of data is 83.1

2. 25,34,35,27,31, and 30.

116,104,101, 111, 100, 1O7,113, 119,
113, 101, 109, 109, 105, 103, and 91.

a

a

The mean of this set of data is 37.8.

Problems

Find the mean of each set of data.

1. 29, 29,34,30, 33,26, and 34.

3. 80, gg, 79,94,95,79,79,99,76,92,
76,92,89, 81 ,and 123.

4

Measures of central tendency are numbers that locate or approximate the "center" of a set of
data-that is, a "typical" value that describes the set of data. Mean and median are the most
common measures of central tendency. (Mode will not be covered in this course.)

The mean is the arithmetic average of a data set. Add all the values in a set and divide this
sum by the number of values in the set. The median is the middle number in a set of data
arranged numerically. An outlier is a number that is much smaller or larger than most of the
others in the data set. The range of a data set is the difference between the highest and
lowest values of the data set.

For additional information, see the Math Notes boxes in Lesson 8.1.2 of the Core
Connections , Course I text or Lessons 1 .1 .3 and I .1 .4 of the Core Connections , Course 2
text.
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Statistics and ProbabilitY

The median is the middle number in a set of data arranged in numerical order. If there is an

even number of values, the median is the mean (average) of the two middle numbers'

Example 3

Find the median of this set of data:. 34,3I,37,
44,38,34,43,and 41.

. Arrange the data in order: 3L,34,34,34,
37,38,41,43,44.

. Find the middle value(s): 37 and38.

Since there are two middle values, find
their mean : 37 + 38 = 75, T = 3l .S .

Therefore, the median of this data set is

37.5.

Example 4

Find the median of this set of data: 92,82, 80,

92, 7 8,7 5, 95,77, and 77 .

Arrange the data in order: '75,77,77,78,

80,82,92,92,and 95.

Find the middle value(s): 80. Therefore,

the median of this data set is 80.

6. 25,34,27,25,37, and 30

g. 116,104,101, 111, 100, 707,113, 118,

113, 101, 108, 109, 105, 103, and 91.

a

a

a

Problems

Find median of each set of data.

5. 29, 28, 34, 30,33, 26, and 34.

7 89, 79, 84, 95, 79,78, 89,7 6, 82,7 6,

89,81 ,and I23.
80
92

The range of a set of data is the difference between the highest value and the lowest value'

Example 6

Find the range of this set of data: 37,44,36,
29,78, 15, 5',7, 54, 63, 27, and 48.

The highest value is 78

The lowest value is 27 .

78-21=51.

Example 5

Find the range of this set of data: 114,109,

I31,96,I40, and 128.

. The highest value is 140.

. The lowest value is 96.

. 140 -96= 44 -

. The range of this set of datais 44'

Parent Guide with Extra Practice

a

a

a

a

Á

The range of this set of data is 51
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Problems

Find the range of each set of data in problems 5 through 8.

Outliers are numbers in a data set that are either much higher or much lower that the other
numbers in the set.

Example 7 Example 8

Find the outlier of this set of data: 88, 90 96,
93,87,12,85,and94.

. The outlier is 12

Problems

Identify the outlier in each set of data.

9. 70,J7,75,69, gg, 70,72, andT I

1 1. r37 6, 1645, t793, 1455, 37 54, t790,
1384, 1643, 1492, and 171 6.

Answers

1. 30.57 2. 30.3

Find the outlier of this set of data: 67,54,49,
J 6, 64, 59, 60, 72, I23, 44, and 66.

. The outlier is 123

10. 14, 22, 17, 6I,20, l6,and 15

12.. 62,65,93,51, 55, 14,79,95, 55, 72,79,
83,91 ,and76.

3. 86.13 4. 106.6

5. median 30;
range 8

6. median 28.5;
range 9

10. 6t

7. medianS2;
range 47

11. 3754

8. median 107;

runge 27

12. 149. 98

Gii
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Stude le data dot Plots' stem-and-

leafpesentcledataonbargraphs
Each in a sli

STEM.AND.LEAF.PLOTS

Example L

Make a stem-and-leaf plot of this set of data:

34, 31, 37, 44, 38, 29, 34, 42, 43, 34, 52, and

4t.

Statistics and ProbabilitY

Example 2

Make a stem-and-leaf plot of this set of data:

3g2, 382, 380, 392, 31 8, 37 5, 395, 377, and

377.

517 8

02
225

2. 25,34,2J,25, 79,31, 42, and 30.

4. 116,104,101, 111, 100, l0'r.,113, 118,

113, 101, 108, 109, 105, 103, and 91'

A stem-and-leaf plot is a way to display d s from a set of data

and how the values are distributed' The " ull of the digits

except the last one. The "Ieaf' part of the grap ach number'

Read more about stem-and-leaf plots, and how they compare to dot plots and histograms' in the

Math Notes in Lesson 2.1.2 and2.2.7 inthe core 
-connertio,s, 

course 1 text, and in the Math

Notes in Lesson 7 .I1 of the Core Connections ' Course 2 text'

2
3
4
5

9
144478
123 4
2

31

38
39

Problems

Make a stem-and-leaf plot of each set of data'

1. 29,28,34,30,33,26,18, and 34.

3. 80, 89, Jg,84,95,79,89,6J,82,J6,92,
89,81 ,and123.

)

GRAPHICAL RBPRBSENTATIONS OF DATA
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7

G
HISTOGRAMS AND BAR GRAPHS

Example 3

The scores for a25-point quiz are listed below arranged from
least to greatest.

J, 7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 16, 1 6, 1 g, lg, 20, 20, 20, 21, 21, 22, 23, 24

Using intervals of five points, create a histogram for the class.

See histogram at right. Scores on the right end ofthe interval
are included in the next interval. The interval between 10 and
15 only includes the two scores of 12 and 13. The interval between
15 and 20 only includes the six scores of 15, 16,16,16, 18, and 19.

Example 4

Ms. Lim asked each of her students about their favorite kind
ofpet. Based on their responses, she drew the bar graph at
right. Use the bar graph to answer each question.

a. What is the favorite pet?

b. How many students chose a bird as their favorite pet?

c. What was the least favorite pet?

d. If every student voted once, how many students are
in the class?

Answers:
194

G
>'o
É
C)j
Cf
(¡)
k
tf.

10 15 20 25

(.)q
o-doHll

Score

cat do8 fish bird

Favorite pet

Core Connections, Courses l-3

Histograms and bar graphs are visual ways to represent data. Both consist of vertical bars (called
bins) with heights that represent the number of data points (called the frequency) in each bin.

Histograms are for displaying distributions of numerical data. In a histogram each bar represents
the number of data elements within a certain range of values. All the bars touch each other.
Values at the left side of a bin's range are included in that bin. Each range of values should have
the same width.

Bar graphs are for displaying categorical data. In a bar graph each bar represents the number of
data elements in a certain category. All the bars are the same width and are separated from each
other.

For additional information and examples, see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons 2.1.2 and2.2.I of
the Core Connections, Course I text, or Lesson 7 .I.I of the Core Connections, Course 2 text.
For additional examples and practice, see the Core Connections, Course 1 Checkpoint 9A
materials or Connections, Course 2 Checkpoint 78 materials in the back of those texts.

a dog b. 6 c. fish d. 28

C
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Problems

5. Mr. Diaz surveyed his employees about the time it takes

them to get to work. The results are shown in the histogram

at right.

a. How many employees completed the survey?

b. How many employees get to work in less than 20 minutes?

c. How many employees get to work in less than 40 minutes?

d. How many employees take 60 minutes to get to work?

6. The two sixth grade classes at Vista Middle School voted
for their favorite dessert. The results are shown in the bar

graph at right for the five favorite choices'

a. What was the favorite dessert and how many students

made that choice?

b. How many students selected cake as their favorite dessert?

c. How many students selected yogurt as their favorite?

d. How many more students selected ice cream than pudding?

>'(.)

0)

tt
r)kt\

Statistics and Probability

20 40 60 80 100 120

Minutes to work

0 pets 5 people

1 pet 8 people

2 pets 10 people

3 pets 3 people

4 pets 2 people

5 pets 1 person

9 pets 1 person

5

10

% 4¿¿¿¿

Favorite dessert

7. Mr. Fernandez asked 30 people at work how many pets they

owned. The results are shown at right. Make a histogram to

display this data. Use intervals of one pet.

8. During the fist week of school Ms. Chan asked her students to

name the county where they were born. There were so many

different countries she grouped them by continent:

North America: 14 students, South America: 2 students,

Europe: 3 students, Asia: 10 students, Africa: I student,

Australia: 0 students.

Make abar graphto display this information.

g. Three coins were tossed 20 times and the number of results that were "heads" each time is

shown below:

l, l, 2, 0,2, 3, r, 2, r,2,2, r,3, 2, 0, I,2, 0,2, I

Make a histogram to show the results.

10. The physical education teacher at.West Middle School asked the class about their favorite

winter activity. Here were the results:

reading: 8 students, ice skating: 4 students, skiing: 6 student,

snowboarding: 1l students, computer activities: 14 students'

Make a bar graph to show the results.
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